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Background—Hospitals use patient satisfaction surveys to assess their quality of care. A key question is whether these
data provide valid information about the medically related quality of hospital care. The objective of this study was
to determine whether patient satisfaction is associated with adherence to practice guidelines and outcomes for acute
myocardial infarction and to identify the key drivers of patient satisfaction.
Methods and Results—We examined clinical data on 6467 patients with acute myocardial infarction treated at 25 US
hospitals participating in the CRUSADE initiative from 2001 to 2006. Press Ganey patient satisfaction surveys for
cardiac admissions were also available from 3562 patients treated at these same 25 centers over this period. Patient
satisfaction was positively correlated with 13 of 14 acute myocardial infarction performance measures. After
controlling for a hospital’s overall guideline adherence score, higher patient satisfaction scores were associated
with lower risk-adjusted inpatient mortality (P⫽0.025). One-quartile changes in both patient satisfaction and
guideline adherence scores produced similar changes in predicted survival. For example, a 1-quartile change (75th
to 100th) in either the patient satisfaction score or the guideline adherence score yielded the same change in
predicted survival (odds ratio, 1.24; 95% CI, 1.02 to 1.49; and odds ratio, 1.24; 95% CI, 1.08 to 1.41, respectively).
Satisfaction with nursing care was the most important determinant of overall patient satisfaction (P⬍0.001).
Conclusions—Higher patient satisfaction is associated with improved guideline adherence and lower inpatient
mortality rates, suggesting that patients are good discriminators of the type of care they receive. Thus, patients’
satisfaction with their care provides important incremental information on the quality of acute myocardial
infarction care. (Circ Cardiovasc Qual Outcomes. 2010;3:188-195.)
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A

large number of hospitals now routinely use patient
satisfaction survey instruments and data to assess their
quality of care.1– 4 In addition, the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS) recently developed a national,
standardized survey instrument and data collection methodology for measuring patients’ perceptions of their hospital
experiences; this instrument is called the Hospital Consumer
Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (HCAHPS)
survey.5–7 The first set of HCAHPS data were made publicly
available in March 2008 to enable consumers to make
comparisons of patient experiences across hospitals.
Despite the popularity of these survey instruments,
important questions remain about the use of satisfaction
data to assess healthcare quality. Do these data provide

valid information about the medically related quality of
hospital care, and if so, do these data provide independent
information on the overall quality of patient care beyond
that obtained from the more accepted clinical performance
measures? Are hospitals that have higher levels of patient
satisfaction more likely also to produce better health
outcomes? Which hospital experiences best account for
patients’ overall satisfaction?
This article explores the relationship between a hospital’s
overall patient satisfaction score, its overall clinical quality
score, and its risk-adjusted inpatient mortality rate for patients
with acute myocardial infarction (AMI) using data from a
clinical quality improvement initiative coupled with patient
satisfaction survey data collected by an independent third
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party. Specifically, we examine whether (1) patient satisfaction is associated with the quality of cardiac care as measured
by adherence to practice guideline recommendations, (2)
whether patient satisfaction is an independent predictor of a
hospital’s inpatient mortality rate for AMI, and (3) which
aspects of a patient’s interactions with a hospital’s facilities
and staff are the most important determinants of their overall
satisfaction.

WHAT IS KNOWN
●

●

The Institute of Medicine has identified patientcentered care, or care that is “respectful of and
responsive to individual patient preferences, needs,
and values and ensures that patient values guide all
clinical decisions,” as a key quality domain.
Hospitals routinely use patient satisfaction surveys to
assess the quality of care, although it remains unclear
whether patient satisfaction data provide valid information about the medically related quality of hospital care.

WHAT THE STUDY ADDS
●

●

●

Higher patient satisfaction is associated with lower
inpatient mortality rates for acute myocardial infarction, even after controlling for hospital adherence to
evidence-based practice guidelines, suggesting that
patients are good discriminators of the type of care
they receive.
Patients seem to differentiate between the technical
(eg, quality of nurses and physicians) and nontechnical aspects (room décor, quality of food) of medical care.
Patients’ satisfaction with their care provides important incremental information on the quality of acute
myocardial infarction care beyond clinical performance measures.

Methods
Data Sources
Quarterly clinical process-of-care and patient characteristic information were obtained from the Can Rapid Risk Stratification of
Unstable Angina Patients Suppress Adverse Outcomes with Early
Implementation of the ACC/AHA Guidelines (CRUSADE) quality
improvement registry.8 –12 CRUSADE centers collected and submitted clinical information regarding in-hospital care and outcomes of
patients with non–ST-segment acute coronary syndrome with highrisk clinical features, including positive cardiac biomarkers or
ischemic ST-segment ECG changes.
Quarterly patient satisfaction data were obtained from patient
surveys administered by Press Ganey Associates (South Bend,
Ind). Patients eligible to receive a survey included those discharged alive from the hospital, with the exception of patients
transferred to another hospital using Press Ganey surveys and
patients who had already been surveyed within the prior 30 days.
Patients were surveyed within 1 week of hospital discharge. Only
surveys for patients with cardiac diagnosis-related groups (DRG)
were used for this study (including DRGs 121, 122, 124, 125,
140, and 143).
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Study Population
Of the 568 hospitals that participated in CRUSADE between
January 2001 and December 2006, we identified and contacted
110 hospitals that also collected Press Ganey survey data sometime during the same period. Forty-five of these hospitals granted
permission to use their patient satisfaction data for this study.
Using the hospital quarter as our unit of analysis, we first
eliminated any quarterly patient satisfaction data from a given
hospital for which we did not have at least 3 patient responses.
Next, we matched the remaining quarterly observations across the
2 data sources and eliminated hospital quarters for which we did
not have both clinical and satisfaction data. This yielded a total of
207 matched hospital quarter observations from 29 hospitals.
Finally, because we wanted to control for individual hospital
effects in our analysis, we eliminated 4 hospitals for which we did
not have at least 2 quarters of matched CRUSADE and patient
satisfaction data. These procedures reduced our relevant dataset
to 203 quarterly observations at 25 hospitals.

Data Definitions
We calculated quarterly hospital-level adherence scores from the
CRUSADE database for 14 different Class I evidence-based guidelines from the American College of Cardiology (ACC) and American
Heart Association (AHA) guidelines for the treatment of AMI. We
calculated hospital-level adherence scores for each measure using the
same scoring method as used by CMS in the Hospital Quality
Incentive Demonstration pay-for-performance program.13 That is,
we calculated scores for AMI by summing the number of times each
therapy was administered and dividing this amount by the sum of
total eligible opportunities for all patients at the hospital. We then
divided the 14 clinical processes into 3 categories (acute, discharge,
and secondary prevention) and calculated separate composite scores
for each category using the CMS scoring method. We also calculated
an overall hospital-level composite using all 14 measures. Patient
eligibility for relevant measures was determined according to defined
ACC/AHA guideline indications and reported contraindications.
Patients who died anytime during their hospital stay or who were
transferred to another hospital were excluded from discharge care
assessment. In-hospital mortality was defined as death from any
cause during a patient’s hospital stay within the relevant quarter.
Inpatient mortality was adjusted for a patient risk score that was
calculated by a logistic model which included demographic and
clinical characteristics previously identified to predict risk in a cohort
of patients with acute coronary syndrome without persistent STsegment elevation.14
The underlying patient satisfaction data comprised patient satisfaction scores on 9 different dimensions of the hospital experience
(nurses, personal issues, admission, physicians, visitors and family,
discharge, meals, room, and tests and treatments) and 1 overall
patient assessment of this experience. Each of these 10 satisfaction
scores was based on multiple questions for that aspect of the
experience (supplemental Appendix 1). The overall patient assessment score was the average of 3 questions: “How well staff worked
together to care for you”; “Likelihood of your recommending this
hospital to others”; and “Overall rating of care given in a hospital.”
All patient satisfaction questions were scored on a 5-point scale
anchored by the words “very poor” and “very good” and then
converted to a 100-point scale where zero represented “very poor”
and 100 represented “very good.” Quarterly averages for each
hospital were obtained by averaging over all of the obtained surveys
on that particular score.

Statistical Analysis
The hospital quarter was the unit of study for all analyses. Pairwise
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were computed
between quarterly hospital patient overall satisfaction scores and the
14 individual quarterly hospital clinical process scores and riskadjusted inpatient mortality for AMI.
We used multivariable logistic regression to investigate
whether patient overall satisfaction was associated with risk-
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adjusted mortality after controlling for clinical quality. In each of
these analyses, the dependent variable was based on risk-adjusted
inpatient survival (1⫺mortality) for the particular hospital quarter. Consequently, hospital quarters with more outcome opportunities were weighted more heavily. The independent variables
were based on the overall patient satisfaction score and composite
guideline score for each hospital quarter. We also used weighted
least squares (WLS) linear regression, in which the dependent
variable was the proportion of surviving AMI patients, and
obtained almost identical results. However, because the logistic
regression results provide an easy way to compare the relative
magnitude of improvement in survival due to changes in both
patient satisfaction scores and performance scores, we only report
the logistic regression findings. We also performed a random
mixed effects model to account for correlation of quarterly
observations within hospitals. The results of the mixed model
were similar— both in direction and magnitude of effect—to the
main analyses, so we only report the logit results.
Next, we conducted the Durbin-Wu-Hausman test15 to determine whether the patient overall satisfaction measure was correlated with fixed but unobserved hospital effects such as hospital
size and facilities, administrative expertise, and academic affiliation. We performed this test to determine whether it was
necessary to control for such fixed effects in our analysis or if we
could use the more efficient estimator obtained from an analysis
excluding fixed effects variables (ie, 25 hospital dummy variables). The Durbin-Wu-Hausman analysis was conducted by
running a multivariate logistic regression with mortality as the
dependent variable with the following 3 independent variables:
the quarterly overall clinical composite score, the quarterly
patient overall satisfaction score, and the residual errors from an
analysis of quarterly patient overall satisfaction. The residuals
come from an equation with overall satisfaction as the dependent
variable and 25 hospital dummy variables and quarterly overall
clinical performance as independent variables.
Next, we used a WLS model to determine the association of
average answers to each of the individual survey sections (ie,
nurses, physicians, meals, etc) with overall patient satisfaction.
The unit of analysis was the hospital quarter, and the weights
reflected the number of patient surveys in the given quarter.
Finally, we performed analyses to ascertain whether our study
population was representative of the larger Press Ganey and
CRUSADE populations that were excluded from the study because we could not match data between the hospitals. We repeated
the analysis for the relationship of overall satisfaction and the 9
different dimensions of patient satisfaction for the 262 hospital
quarters of patient data that were excluded because we did not
have equivalent hospital quarter clinical data. Additionally, we
ran logistic regression where the dependent variable was riskadjusted inpatient mortality and the independent variable was
overall clinical performance for the excluded sample of 6082
hospital quarters for those CRUSADE hospitals for which we did
not have matched patient satisfaction data. We compared the
coefficients from these additional models with our study data
using the Chow F test or the Wald test, depending on whether we
used WLS or logistic regression.16
All analyses were performed using JMP version 7.0.2 (SAS
Institute, Inc, Cary, NC). P⬍0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

Results
The hospital quarterly observations from 25 hospitals are
based on a total of 3562 completed patient satisfaction
surveys (average number of surveys/observation⫽18) and
clinical data on 6467 patients in the CRUSADE registry
(average number of patients/observation⫽32). Table 1 shows
the diversity of our hospital sample on 4 different dimensions,
including academic affiliation, size, geography, and structural
resources. We have also included the total population of

Table 1. Characteristics of Hospitals and Patients Included in
the Final Analysis

Characteristic

Study Population
(n⫽25 Hospitals),
n (%)*

CRUSADE Registry
(n⫽568
Hospitals), n (%)

Academic affiliation
Teaching
Community
Size, No. of beds, median
(IQR)

7 (28)
18 (72)
372 (204–522)

144 (25)
424 (75)
318 (210–462)

Region
West

2 (8)

79 (14)

Northeast

8 (32)

133 (23)

Midwest

7 (28)

144 (25)

Southeast

8 (32)

211 (37)

No services

0 (0)

56 (10)

Diagnostic catheterization

4 (16)

68 (12)

Percutaneous coronary
intervention

2 (8)

48 (8.5)

Cardiology resources
(highest level)

Cardiac surgery
Patient characteristics
Age, mean
Female sex

19 (76)
n⫽6949
67.1

396 (70)
n⫽179 073
67.3

2696 (38.8)

70 555 (39.3)

931 (13.4)

31 696 (17.7)

Diabetes mellitus

2210 (31.8)

59 273 (33.1)

Prior myocardial infarction

1855 (26.7)

52 468 (29.3)

Dyslipidemia

3607 (51.9)

88 820 (49.6)

Current or recent smoker

2022 (29.1)

48 887 (27.3)

Family history of coronary
heart disease

2759 (39.1)

61 422 (34.3)

Nonwhite race

IQR indicates interquartile range.
*Unless otherwise indicated.

CRUSADE hospitals and CRUSADE patients for comparison. Overall our study population has similar characteristics.
The median number of quarters per hospital in our final
dataset was 8 (interquartile range, 2 to 20), and the median
number of patients surveyed per hospital quarter was 18
(interquartile range, 4 to 51).
Table 2 shows the variation of quarterly hospital-level
guideline adherence scores and risk-adjusted inpatient
mortality for AMI. Table 3 displays the median and
interquartile quarterly hospital-level patient satisfaction
scores for cardiac admissions for each of the 9 dimensions,
as well as the overall satisfaction measure. As can be seen
from these tables, there is substantial diversity in our
sample of hospitals and scores. Moreover, there is more
variation among the clinical scores than patient satisfaction
scores.
Table 4 reports the correlations between the quarterly
hospital-level patient overall satisfaction scores for cardiac
admissions and adherence to the 14 quality measures.
Overall satisfaction was positively correlated with 13 of
these 14 measures, although only 4 measures were signif-
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Table 2. Quarterly Hospital-Level Process Measure Adherence
Scores and Risk-Adjusted Inpatient Mortality for AMI From
January 2001 to December 2006

75%

Mean No. of
Patients per
Observation

25%

Median

Aspirin within 24 h

94.0

97.8

␤-Blocker within
24 h

84.6

93.8

Heparin, any

84.2

90.8

97.6

Glycoprotein IIb/IIIa
inhibitor

41.2

55.9

69.6

Cardiac
catheterization
within 48 h

58.1

75.3

84.7

30

Acute measures
100
98.3

191

Table 3. Quarterly Hospital Patient Satisfaction Scores for
Cardiac Admissions From January 2001 to December 2006

25%

Median

75%

Mean No. of
Patient Surveys
per Observation

81.8

85.9

89.2

17

Patient satisfaction
measures

33

Admissions

31

Discharge

80.0

83.3

86.9

17

Meals

75.0

79.2

83.1

17

32

Nurses

85.1

88.4

91.5

18

27

Personal issues

81.3

84.3

87.6

17

ECG within 10 min

26.0

37.5

50.3

25

Acute composite

70.4

75.5

80.9

177†

Aspirin at discharge

92.7

97.1

100

28

␤-Blocker at
discharge

87.8

95.2

100

28

ACEi or ARB for
LVSD

66.7

80.0

100

5

Clopidogrel at
discharge

60.0

75.9

89.7

27

Lipid-lowering
agent

78.6

88.9

95.3

21

Discharge
composite

81.2

87.5

92.0

109†

Physicians

83.2

87.0

90.0

17

Rooms

76.3

79.7

83.7

18

Tests and treatments

82.4

85.0

87.5

17

Visitors and family

82.4

85.8

89.3

16

86.2

89.2

92.4

18

Overall satisfaction

Discharge measures

Correlation Coefficient
With Overall Patient
Satisfaction

P Value

Acute clinical measures
75.0

93.9

Dietary modification

71.3

92.2

Cardiac
rehabilitation

25.0

63.3

Secondary
prevention
composite

58.3

Overall clinical
composite score

71.5

Risk-adjusted
inpatient mortality
rate

Table 4. Pairwise Correlations of Overall Patient Satisfaction
for Cardiac Admissions With Clinical Process Measures and
Risk-Adjusted Inpatient Mortality for AMI

Variable

Secondary prevention
measures
Smoking cessation

significant (P⫽0.29). This indicates that the patient overall
satisfaction score is not correlated with any omitted fixed
hospital effects and thus is not biased by not including fixed
hospital effects in our analyses.

0

77.9

80.0
3.60*

100
100
88.9
91.9

84.6
5.33

Aspirin at arrival

0.114

0.106

31

␤-Blocker at arrival

0.117

0.097

27

Heparin, any

0.086

0.221

Glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitor

0.054

0.45

Cardiac catheterization within 48 h

0.183

0.009*

ECG within 10 min

0.014

0.845

Acute composite

0.148

0.035*

9

67

353†
32

ACEi indicates angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor; ARB, angiotensin
receptor blocker; and LVSD, left ventricular systolic dysfunction.
*Weighted mean.
†Total of all patient opportunities.

icant at the P⫽0.05 level. However, at a more aggregate
level, we found that patient satisfaction was significantly
and positively correlated with the acute, discharge, and
overall composite clinical measures. In addition, higher
satisfaction scores were associated with lower riskadjusted inpatient mortality rates (R⫽⫺0.216, P⫽0.002).
The regression associated with the Durbin-Wu-Hausman
analysis was significant at the P⫽0.01 level. More importantly, the coefficient on the residual variable was not

Discharge clinical measures
Aspirin at discharge

0.13

0.07

␤-blocker at discharge

0.147

0.04*

ACEi or ARB for LVSD

0.101

0.176

Clopidogrel at discharge

0.161

0.023*

Lipid-lowering agent

0.199

0.005*

Discharge composite

0.215

0.002*

Smoking cessation

0.114

0.118

Dietary modification

0.119

0.091

⫺0.003

0.965

Secondary prevention clinical
measures

Cardiac rehabilitation
Secondary prevention composite
Overall clinical composite score
Risk-adjusted inpatient mortality rate

0.080

0.255

0.163

0.021*

⫺0.216

0.002*

ACEi indicates angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor; ARB, angiotensin
receptor blocker; and LVSD, left ventricular systolic dysfunction.
*P⬍0.05.
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Table 5. Multivariable Logistic Regression of Composite Guideline Adherence Scores for AMI and Patient Overall Satisfaction Scores
for Cardiac Admissions on AMI Risk-Adjusted Inpatient Survival
Univariable

Multivariable

Estimate

SE

2 Statistic

P Value

Estimate

SE

2 Statistic

P Value

Composite guideline adherence score

2.37

0.64

13.77

⬍0.001

2.09

0.65

10.38

0.001

Overall patient satisfaction

3.51

1.22

8.22

0.004

2.82

1.26

5.02

0.025

Table 5 presents the logistic regression estimates for both
the univariate and multivariate analyses when the dependent
variable is (1, risk-adjusted mortality), for example, survival.
As can be seen from these results, both the overall clinical
performance score and the patient overall satisfaction score
for cardiac admissions are significantly and positively associated with survival for AMI even after controlling for the
other factor, with probability values of 0.001 and 0.025,
respectively.
To better interpret the managerial significance of these
results, we performed sensitivity analyses to determine the
change in predicted survival associated with 1-quartile
changes in either patient satisfaction score, while keeping
the clinical composite score fixed or the converse. Each
1-quartile change was made in reference to the previous
quartile (ie, 0 to 25, 25 to 50, 50 to 75, and 75 to 100).
One-quartile changes in patient satisfaction scores were
associated with higher risk-adjusted survival over all 4
quartiles of change (odds ratio, 1.87, 1.09, 1.09, 1.24,
respectively; all P⬍0.05) (Figure). One-quartile changes in
patient satisfaction scores produced very similar increases in
predicted survival compared with 1-quartile changes in composite guideline adherence scores. For example, a 1-quartile
change (75th to 100th) in either the patient satisfaction score
or the guideline adherence score yielded the same change in
predicted survival (odds ratio, 1.24). As might be expected,
larger changes in survival were observed from moving from
the lowest scoring hospital to the 25% percentile and from the
75% percentile to the highest scoring hospital. Also, changes
in clinical performance had more impact in hospitals below
the median, whereas little to no differences between the 2

scores were observed in terms of changes in survival for
hospitals above the median.
Table 6 presents the WLS results in which the independent
measures are the average quarterly scores from the patients’
evaluations of the 9 different dimensions of their hospital
experience and the dependent variable is the quarterly patient
overall satisfaction score. Significant predictors of patient
satisfaction, in descending order, were nursing care, physicians, personal issues, the admission process, and visitors and
family.
There was no significant difference in the coefficients
obtained for the relationship of overall satisfaction and the
9 different dimensions of patient satisfaction between our
study population and the 262 hospital quarters of patient
data that were excluded because we did not have equivalent hospital quarter clinical data (Chow test:
[F(10,443)]⫽0.548; P⫽0.85), nor was there any difference
in the coefficients obtained for the regression between
mortality and hospital-level clinical performance between
our study population and the excluded sample of 6082
hospital quarters for those CRUSADE hospitals for which
we did not have matched patient satisfaction data (Wald
2⫽0.96; P⫽0.99). These findings suggest that our results
generalize to at least the population of excluded hospital
quarters.

Discussion
The Institute of Medicine has identified patient-centered
care, or care that is “respectful of and responsive to
individual patient preferences, needs, and values and
ensures that patient values guide all clinical decisions,” as

Figure. Change in predicted risk-adjusted
inpatient survival associated with
1-quartile improvements in scores while
keeping the composite guideline adherence composite score fixed and vice
versa. One-quartile changes in patient satisfaction scores were associated with
higher risk-adjusted inpatient survival over
all 4 quartiles of improvement (odds ratio,
1.87, 1.09, 1.09, and 1.24, respectively; all
P⬍0.05). In multivariable analysis,
1-quartile improvements in patient satisfaction scores produced very similar
increases in predicted inpatient survival
compared with 1-quartile improvements in
composite guideline adherence scores.
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Table 6. Multivariable Regression of Determinants of Patient
Satisfaction on Overall Satisfaction for Cardiac Admissions
Term

Estimate

Standard
Error

t Ratio

P Value

Nurse section

0.393

0.061

6.49

⬍0.001

Physician section

0.176

0.056

3.14

0.002

Personal issues section

0.202

0.071

2.85

0.005

Admission section

0.106

0.044

2.40

0.017

Visitors and family
section

0.124

0.061

2.04

0.043

Discharge section

0.082

0.058

1.40

0.163

Room section

⫺0.057

0.050

⫺1.14

0.254

Tests and treatments
section

⫺0.075

0.077

⫺0.98

0.329

0.041

0.045

0.92

0.360

Meals section

a key quality domain.17 Consistent with this notion, when
we controlled for a hospital’s clinical performance, higher
hospital-level patient satisfaction scores were independently associated with lower hospital inpatient mortality
rates. This suggests that patients’ assessment of their care
provides important and valid information to consumers and
hospital managers about the overall quality of hospital care
beyond clinical process measures. We believe this finding
is new to the literature and has important implications not
only for how to measure quality but also how to manage it.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to evaluate the
association between patient satisfaction and mortality after
adjusting for clinical quality. Jha et al,18 using data from 2429
hospitals reporting CMS-obtained patient satisfaction data for
the year 2007, found a strong positive correlation between
patient overall satisfaction and clinical performance. Our
study confirms and extends these findings, and we found that
patient satisfaction was an independent predictor of riskadjusted inpatient mortality. Jaipaul and Rosenthal19 previously reported a negative correlation between patient overall
satisfaction and unadjusted mortality rates in a study of 29
hospitals in Northeast Ohio. That study, however, was limited
to a cohort of hospitals in a small geographic area and did not
adjust for clinical quality or patient risk factors when evaluating the relationship between patient satisfaction and
outcomes.
To gain deeper insights into what experiences patients
were using when responding to the overall satisfaction
questions, we found that hospitals that score high on
questions such as “skill of nurses (physician),” “how well
the nurses (physician) kept you informed,” “amount of
attention paid to your special or personal needs,” “how
well your pain was controlled,” “the degree to which the
hospital staff addressed your emotional needs,” “physician’s concern for your questions and worries,” “time
physician spent with you,” and “staff efforts to include you
in decisions about your treatment” also tended to score
high on patient overall satisfaction. In contrast, there was
no association with scoring high on questions concerned
with the room (eg, “room temperature and pleasantness of
room décor”), meals (eg, “quality of food, temperature of
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food”), tests (eg, “waiting time for tests or treatment”), and
discharge (eg, “speed of discharge process”) and the
patient overall satisfaction score. Moreover, patient satisfaction with nursing care was the most important determinant of patient overall satisfaction, thus highlighting an
important area for further quality improvement efforts and
underscoring the role of the entire health care team in the
in-hospital treatment of patients with AMI.
We believe these results have implications for measuring
and managing the quality of medical care. First, these results
give support to the premise that patients are a credible source
of valid information when assessing and managing the quality
of medical care and that this information represents a different view of quality than a hospital’s adherence to clinical
performance measures. Second, this source of information
should be very useful in helping managers identify ways to
improve the overall quality level of the hospital. Our results
imply that the association of changes in patient satisfaction
with mortality was almost as large as those associated with
changes in process performance.
Our findings also imply that increasing patient overall
satisfaction will require attention to specific aspects of the
patient’s experience. Thus, patients seem to differentiate
between the technical and nontechnical aspects of medical
care. Consistent with this observation, early invasive
management (catheterization) was the clinical practice
guideline most strongly associated with patient satisfaction
and has previously been associated with a lower risk of
inpatient mortality.20 Consequently, increasing the patient
overall satisfaction score is less about making the patients
“happy” (eg, improving the food, room decor, etc) and
more about increasing the quality of care and the interactions between the patients and staff, particularly the nurses
and the physician.
Our results also highlight that the quality of care includes
actions other than those measured by clinical performance
measures. This is particularly true for actions associated with
nurses, an area that is not well captured by current clinical
performance measures.21 In this study, the largest independent predictor of patient overall satisfaction was patient
satisfaction with nursing care. A growing body of evidence
supports a robust relationship between the quality of nursing
care and patient safety and outcomes,22,23 and continued
efforts are needed to measure and improve the quality of
nursing care.24 We surmise that it may be efficient to capture
specific aspects of patient satisfaction with nursing care (eg,
quality of discharge planning) by asking patients for feedback. A similar process could be used to assess the quality of
discharge planning in an effort to reduce readmission rates
and outpatient mortality.25 These applications highlight the
potential value of patient satisfaction data, not only to provide
consumers with more information about patient experiences,
but also to help managers evaluate hospital actions aimed at
improving the quality of care.
The present study has several potential limitations. First,
our sample was limited to hospitals that participated in
CRUSADE and collected patient satisfaction data. This
sample, however, included a diverse group of hospitals
with respect to size, academic affiliation, and geography
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but was biased toward hospitals with full invasive and
revascularization capabilities; thus, our results may not be
generalizable to hospitals without revascularization capabilities. In addition, although one could argue that these hospitals
have higher motivation for quality improvement than the
average hospital via their participation in CRUSADE, we do
not have a plausible explanation for why the interrelationship
between quality, satisfaction, and outcomes is fundamentally
different in these hospitals in comparison with a national
cohort.
Second, although our study population is smaller
than some previously published reports of patient satisfaction,18 a smaller sample should actually bias against
finding a significant association between satisfaction and
outcomes. Moreover, as discussed above, whenever we
were able to compare our results with larger samples of
Press Ganey and CRUSADE hospitals, we found a strong
correspondence. Similarly, our univariate results are similar to those reported elsewhere.19 We take these findings
to suggest that our sample is representative of a more
general population of hospitals and that although our
sample sizes are not large, our findings are not caused by
random error.
Third, our study is limited to AMI, so the results are not
necessarily generalizable to other medical or surgical
conditions. Fourth, there is potentially an issue with
censored sample bias because we obviously could not
obtain patient satisfaction data for patients who died. This
phenomenon, however, actually created a bias against
finding an association between hospital satisfaction and
hospital outcomes.
Finally, it is important to note that by testing for endogeneity, we are able to address the possibility that patient
satisfaction scores are related to some fixed hospital effect
such as managerial competence or hospital facilities, and it is
this (unobserved) fixed effect that is affecting mortality and
not patient satisfaction scores. In addition, when we performed models that included hospital structural characteristics (eg, size, academic affiliation, geography, cardiology
services), we obtained nearly identical results. Our results
provide us with assurance that we probably are observing the
true association between patient satisfaction and mortality
rather than an association occurring as the result of other
unmeasured factors.

Conclusion
Higher patient satisfaction is associated with lower inpatient mortality rates even after controlling for performance
guideline adherence, suggesting that patients are good
discriminators of the type of care they receive. Thus,
patients’ satisfaction with their care provides important
incremental information on the quality of their care and
care providers.
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Supplemental Material: Appendix A

J. OVERALL ASSESSMENT

very
very
poor poor fair good good

1

2

3

4

5

1. How well staff worked together to care for you .............................................................
2. Likelihood of your recommending this hospital to others .............................................
3. Overall rating of care given at hospital .........................................................................

CLIENT LOGO

Comments (describe good or bad experience):

INPATIENT SURVEY

Patient's Name: (optional)

We thank you in advance for completing this questionnaire. When you have finished, please mail it in the
enclosed envelope.

Telephone Number: (optional)

BACKGROUND QUESTIONS [write in answer or fill in circle (for example
1. Patient's first stay here ...............

Yes

No

) as appropriate]

10. Main source of payment for hospital stay:
(fill in one circle only)

2. Admitted through the
Emergency Department ............

Private Insurance
Yes

No

Medicare
Medicaid
Worker's Compensation

3. Was your admission
unexpected? ..............................

Yes

No

4. Did you have a roommate?........

Yes

No

5. Were you placed on a
special or restricted diet
during most of your stay?...........

Yes

No

6. Did someone explain your
extended life support
(e.g., living will, advance
directives, etc.) options? ............

Self-Pay

11. Room number ...................

12. Number of days in hospital .....

13. Date of discharge:
Yes

No
month

7. Did someone give you
information about organ
donation? ...................................
8. Did someone give you
information about the
Patient's Bill of Rights? ..............

900

9. Do you have insurance
that limits your choice of
physician or provider
(e.g., HMO or PPO)? .................

This survey was current at the time of
printing and distribution to you. If you
would like to confirm that it is still the
most recent version, please contact
your consultant or Account Executive.

© 2007 PRESS GANEY ASSOCIATES, INC.,
All Rights Reserved
CL#XXXX-INXXXX-XX-XX/07

days

day

14. Patient's sex .............
Yes

year

Male

No
15. Patient's age ...........................

Yes

Female

No

years

16. Compared to others your age, how would
you typically describe your health?
(fill in one circle only)

very
poor

Yes

poor

fair

good

very
good

No

continued...

INSTRUCTIONS: Please rate the services you received from our facility. Fill in
the circle that best describes your experience. If a question does not apply to
you, please skip to the next question. Space is provided for you to comment
on good or bad things that may have happened to you.

A. ADMISSION

Please use black or blue ink to
fill in the circle completely.
Example:

very
very
poor poor fair good good

1

2

3

4

5

1. Speed of admission process .........................................................................................
2. Courtesy of the person who admitted you.....................................................................

E. TESTS AND TREATMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.

very
very
poor poor fair good good

1

2

3

4

5

Waiting time for tests or treatments..............................................................................
Explanations about what would happen during tests or treatments .............................
Courtesy of the person who took your blood ................................................................
Courtesy of the person who started the IV....................................................................

Comments (describe good or bad experience):

Comments (describe good or bad experience):

F. VISITORS AND FAMILY
B. ROOM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

very
very
poor poor fair good good

1

2

3

4

5

Pleasantness of room decor .........................................................................................
Room cleanliness ..........................................................................................................
Courtesy of the person who cleaned your room ...........................................................
Room temperature ........................................................................................................
Noise level in and around room ....................................................................................

C. MEALS

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

5

Comments (describe good or bad experience):

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
very
very
poor poor fair good good

1

1. Accommodations and comfort for visitors ....................................................................
2. Staff attitude toward your visitors ..................................................................................

G. PHYSICIAN

Comments (describe good or bad experience):

very
very
poor poor fair good good

very
very
poor poor fair good good

1

2

3

4

5

Time physician spent with you ......................................................................................
Physician's concern for your questions and worries.....................................................
How well physician kept you informed ..........................................................................
Friendliness/courtesy of physician................................................................................
Skill of physician............................................................................................................

Comments (describe good or bad experience):

5

1. Temperature of the food (cold foods cold, hot foods hot).............................................
2. Quality of the food .........................................................................................................
3. Courtesy of the person who served your food ..............................................................

H. DISCHARGE

Comments (describe good or bad experience):

very
very
poor poor fair good good

1

2

3

4

5

1. Extent to which you felt ready to be discharged ...........................................................
2. Speed of discharge process after you were told you could go home ...........................
3. Instructions given about how to care for yourself at home ...........................................
Comments (describe good or bad experience):

D. NURSES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Friendliness/courtesy of the nurses ..............................................................................
Promptness in responding to the call button.................................................................
Nurses' attitude toward your requests ..........................................................................
Amount of attention paid to your special or personal needs .........................................
How well the nurses kept you informed ........................................................................
Skill of the nurses..........................................................................................................

Comments (describe good or bad experience):
900

very
very
poor poor fair good good

1

2

3

4

5

I. PERSONAL ISSUES

very
very
poor poor fair good good

1

2

3

4

5

1. Staff concern for your privacy .......................................................................................
2. How well your pain was controlled ................................................................................
3. Degree to which hospital staff addressed your emotional needs .................................
4. Response to concerns/complaints made during your stay...........................................
5. Staff effort to include you in decisions about your treatment........................................
Comments (describe good or bad experience):

continued...

